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The recent global financial crisis not only illustrated the intrinsic problems 
with quick-return investments but also underscored the importance of 
a long-term investment perspective. Corporate leaders, boards, and 
investors alike all know that corporate sustainability—positioning a 
business to grow and thrive well beyond the next quarter—is here to 
stay.1 Making judgments about the long-term health of a company can be 
challenging, but now stakeholders have a new benchmark to consider: 
the presence of gender-inclusive leadership, both in the boardroom and 
at the executive table.  

Prior Catalyst research has established that companies with the highest 
representation of women leaders financially outperform, on average, 
companies with the lowest.2  In fact, companies that maintained board 
gender diversity in at least four out of five years significantly outperformed 
those with zero women directors.3 Even as a commitment to gender-
inclusive leadership, particularly when sustained over time, is associated 
with higher returns on the short-term balance sheet, the benefits of 
gender-inclusive leadership extend beyond financials. New data from 
Catalyst and researchers from Harvard Business School suggest that 
gender-inclusive leadership and corporate social responsibility (CSR) are 
linked. Companies and society win when business leaders are gender 
diverse.

Researchers from Harvard Business School examined how corporate 
leadership and organizational structure influence CSR by utilizing the 
most visible form in the United States: corporate philanthropy.4 Focusing 
specifically on how women leaders might impact CSR, researchers from 
Harvard Business School and Catalyst conducted follow-up analysis. 
Compared to companies without women executive leaders, we found 
that companies with gender-inclusive leadership teams contributed, on 
average, more charitable funds.5 

A core focus of corporate sustainability 

is stakeholder relations, of which 

corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) can be one facet.6 A company 

committed to CSR acts as a good 

corporate citizen, expanding the 

definition of success beyond profit 

maximization to also consider the 

organization’s impact, both positive 

and negative, on the world.7 Globally, 

CSR activities can span four areas: 

the workplace, the marketplace, the 

community, and the environment.8 

Leading companies go beyond 

compliance, approaching CSR 

proactively, taking voluntary actions in 

advance of stakeholder pressure.9 CSR 

frequently makes good business sense 

by improving business outcomes such as 

risk management, corporate and brand 

reputation, and the recruitment and 

retention of employees.10  
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FiGuRe 1
Fortune 500 Companies: 2007 Average Philanthropic 
Donations by Number of Women Board Directors11

three or More 
Women Directors

Zero 
Women Directors

$969,000 $27.1 MIllIon

25% or More Women 
Corporate Officers

0% Women 
Corporate Officers

$965,000 $12.8 MIllIon

FiGuRe 2
Fortune 500 Companies: 2007 Average Philanthropic 
Donations by Percent of Women Corporate Officers13

•	 In 2007, annual company contributions were 
13 times higher in companies with gender-
diverse leadership teams.

•	 Looking historically (1997-2007), companies 
with more women Corporate Officers donated 
significantly more funds. For every additional 
percent increase in the presence of women 
Corporate Officers, annual philanthropic giving 
increased by $5.7 million.14

More Women Leaders, Not Just Big Budgets, Means Higher 
Levels of Corporate Social Responsibility

It’s not only a matter of companies with more women 
leaders being larger and having more money to donate 
or of companies with more women being clustered in 
industries with higher levels of charitable giving. After 
controlling for key factors that might influence the amount 
of donations, including financial performance, company 
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•	 In 2007, annual company contributions were 
28 times higher in companies with gender 
diverse boardrooms.

•	 Looking historically (1997-2007), companies 
with more women board directors donated 
significantly more funds. With each additional 
woman, annual philanthropic giving increased 
by $2.3 million.12 

Gender-Diverse Executive Leadership is Associated With Higher 
Contributions

size, and industry, the presence of women leaders in 
Fortune 500 companies still has a significant, positive 
effect: more women leaders is correlated with 
higher levels of philanthropy.15

Going beyond correlation—proving that gender-inclusive 
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This research suggests that gender-inclusive leadership 
is good for business and society. Findings demonstrate 
that corporate stakeholders understand the value of 
gender-inclusive leadership and its positive influence 
on the quantity of a company’s CSR activities. Gender-

More Women Leaders Likely Means Higher Quality 
Corporate Social Responsibility
Having gender-inclusive leadership can influence the level 
or quantity of philanthropic investment corporations make 
in CSR.  But we also speculate that by keeping gender 
issues prominent, gender-inclusive leadership likely 
also affects the quality of CSR initiatives. When leaders 
spotlight gender issues in their CSR strategies, they often 
position their organization for sustained growth, and the 
payoff extends beyond the company to society.

Focusing on the roles women play in the marketplace is 
one way companies can create success through CSR 
initiatives. For example, Campbell Soup Company’s 

supplier diversity program aims to develop a supply 
base that reflects its consumer base, giving companies 
owned by women an equal opportunity to sell services 
and products to the company.20 RBC devised programs 
such as the Women’s Entrepreneur Market Strategy to 
help women business owners make connections and 
access resources.21 Catalyst acknowledges that both of 
these approaches embrace the importance of women as 
customers and suppliers, creating more opportunities for 
women and companies.

Gender-Inclusive Leadership Delivers Sustainable Benefits 
to Both Companies and Society

inclusive leadership may also increase the quality of CSR 
initiatives. Companies with both women and men leaders 
in the boardroom and at the executive table are poised to 
achieve sustainable big wins for the company and society. 
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leadership actually causes companies to be more socially 
responsible—can be difficult given all the factors at play. 
Additional evidence does, however, point to gender-
inclusive leadership positively impacting CSR. 

Other studies demonstrate that gender-inclusive 
leadership is linked to increased philanthropy as well 
as increases in other CSR areas, such as environmental 
CSR.16 While it is plausible that companies committed 
to CSR could attract more diverse leaders, it is likely 
the connection works in reverse. Research examining 
the impact of gender-inclusive leadership, when taking 
time into account, suggests gender-diverse leaders are 
employed before increases in CSR are observed.17 

Perspectives on Fairness May 
Influence the Amount of 
Philanthropy 
A sense of fair play is a concern about issues of fairness 
and the distribution of resources in society.18 Research 
suggests that people define fairness differently, and that 
this may lead them to approach CSR in distinct ways.19 

Operating with gender-inclusive leadership can provide 
diverse perspectives on fairness, which may broaden the 
company’s understanding of CSR and generate a higher 
level of philanthropic activities. 

http://catalyst.org/
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